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Report a problem with this articleDiagnostic trouble code (DTC) information
Condition

Engine control module (ECM) calculates, using engine rpm and vehicle speed, which gear in the transmission is used at the
moment.
If Engine control module (ECM) during one and the same driving cycle detects that more than 5 shifts have occurred, at the
same time as the clutch pedal during the same driving cycle has moved less than 10 %, then diagnostic trouble code ECM-
930A, Faulty signal, is stored.

For more information about the electronic throttle system and related components such as the electronic throttle module,
accelerator pedal position sensor, brake light switch, clutch pedal position sensor, and brake pedal position sensor:
Design Function

Substitution

Cruise control off.
Cruise control off during entire operating cycle in which fault was detected.
If the fault is no longer present, the function is available the next time the car is started.

For upgraded software, released in 2006 or later, adjustments have been made to substitute values.
For this fault, no replacement values will be activated.
See: Identifying upgraded software ECM/ETM

Possible source

Faulty signal:
damaged clutch pedal sensor.
Incorrectly installed clutch pedal position sensor.

This diagnostic trouble code is generated in combination with other trouble codes.
Information on the possible root cause is described.
See: Information about combined diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs)

Fault symptom[s]
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The malfunction indicator lamp (MIL) lights.
Switch to gas power not possible.

Faulty signal
Diagnostic trouble code (DTC) status ECM-921F Clutch pedal sensor. Faulty signal

Reading off diagnostic trouble code (DTC) status ECM-921F:

Note
When reading off the diagnostic trouble code (DTC) status, other stored diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs) and their
status will be listed.

Read off the diagnostic trouble code (DTC) status. Check the status of the relevant diagnostic trouble code (DTC).

Checking components

Check whether the engine control module (ECM) has stored any diagnostic trouble code that indicates a fault in the clutch
pedal position sensor.
If, for example, diagnostic trouble code ECM-9300 is stored in the engine control module (ECM), it indicates that the engine
control module (ECM) detected an electrical fault in the clutch pedal position sensor. This trouble code should be fault traced
first.
Otherwise, continue as follows.

Use the diagnostic trouble code's frozen values and the counter to determine if the fault may have been stored at the same
time.
The values show the problem's current status and how intermittent the problem is.

Using VIDA vehicle communication, check that the parameter "Clutch pedal position (%)" changes its value when the
clutch pedal is depressed.
The value should drop when the pedal is depressed.
Note the value indicated when the pedal is released.
Start the vehicle.
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Check which value is indicate when the vehicle is held in traction mode, i.e. when with a gear engaged, the clutch is
released just enough for the vehicle to start attempting movement.
Come this value to the value indicated when the clutch pedal was released.
If the difference is more than 10%, the clutch pedal position sensor is working and correctly installed.
If the difference is less than 10%, check that the sensor is OK, correctly installed and whether there is something that
affects the traction position.

Using VIDA vehicle communication, check that the parameters "Clutch pedal position (%)" and "Clutch pedal position sensor
(V)" indicate correct values.
To aid fault tracing, use Component specifications when measuring and checking relevant components and use Wiring
diagram, Signal description and Breakout box to measure and control signals to and front the control module or its
components.

Check the installation and function of the clutch pedal sensor.

Remedy as necessary.

Other information
For the resistance values, see below.
Clutch pedal sensor
See: Identifying upgraded software ECM/ETM
Checking wiring and terminals

Caution!
In order for Electronic throttle module (ETM) to reset any reconfigurations as well as delete internally stored problems, the
following must be performed:

Ignition off, wait three minutes so that the main relay / system relay releases the voltage feed to, among other,
Electronic throttle module (ETM).
Then turn on the ignition and turn it off again.
Wait another three minutes.
If the electric cooling fan is running, you have to wait another two minutes after the electric cooling fan has stopped,
to make sure that Electronic throttle module (ETM) has been shut off correctly.

If this is not done correctly, diagnostic trouble codes may remain even after deleting diagnostic trouble codes and any
reconfiguration may remain, despite the problem being fixed.
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